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Revlscd and Extended Perforrrance 
Characteristics of Ram Jets 

- by - 

D.F. Collins and Frances N. Cordon. 

Frevu~~s performance estimates of ram Jets operating at the design 

condlt‘ions an& using oblique shook Intakes, are revised and extended. 

The range of maximum cycle temwrature covers the highest value possi- 

ble when burning kerosew at any particular altitude and operating at a 

flight Mach number between the limits of 1.0 and 3.0. 

At one value of maximum cycle temperature o. comparison is made Of 

the performance of ram Jets when designed vnth either oblique or no-1 

shock intakes. 
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1 .o Introd.uctlon 

A previous- report by Slnghen and Bartlett' prerlxts the performance 
of ram Jets for values of m-mum cycle temperature up to 2000°K at sea 
level and about 1500% U-I the stratosphere. Since the xssue of that report, 
maxl.mum cycle temperatures o+ f the order of 2200°K have been recorded on the,-, 

" test bed.. The present work, therefore, was primarily aimed at extending 
: 

the performance colculatlons to maximum cycle temperatures covering the I : 
highest values possible for a ram Jet, whether designed for sea level or 
stratospherx operation and. burning kerosene. It was found, however, that 
It was not sufflclent merely to extend the previous work omng to certa;Ln 
simplifying assumptions having been made whxh, m the previous report, had 
the effect of over-estlmatlng the thrust at the higher values of combustxon 
chamber Inlet Mach number. 

This report, therefore , presents a. new set of desl@r point performance 
estimates, revising and extedng those of the previous report', &ch it 
now supersedes. 

2.0 Scbpe 3f Investlgdlon and Method of Calculatzon 

The lnvestlgatlon refer; to a ram Jet having a parallel-sided combustion 
chamber of unit cross-sectional area, and, m dealing with the estlmatlon of 
the air mass flow, thrust,fuel consumption and correspondmg qusntlties for 
the desxgn cases only, does not consxlcr the performance of n speclfx ram 
Jet over varying fl+$t conddlons. 

The methods of calculation follow along the usual thermodynamic lines 
and are presented In the kppen&x, whde the main nssumptlons made are dealt 
with in the following sectzon. 

3.0 Assumptxons 

All the calculations are for a ran Jet having a wmbustlon chamber of 
unxt cross-seotlonal ares.. 

3.1 Intake and Diffuser 

The overall intake adrabatlo effrclency, as defined U-I the Appendz, I 
rncludes the tiffuSer loss and 1s assumed to vary with design flight Mach 
number In the manner lndxcated by the curve m Fig. 1. The efflclency va138- 
tlon used, 1s that whxh can be attax&. by a simple pitot x&&e up to a 
design flight Elach number of about 1.3 and. by an intake of the Oswatltsh 
typeV employing a series af oblique shocks for the hgher flight Mach numbers. 

For compslrrson purposes, In Fig. 1, the effxlency curve for a plane 
shock IS also plotted. For design flight Each numbers above abxt 1.3, the 
efficiency curve for a practxal pltot intake would tend to fair into that 
for a plane shook as lndxated by the dotted line in Fig. 1. 

It can be seen that at fhe higher supersoruc speeds, the effxlenoy of 
the slmp>e intake falls so much, that, from the performance point of view 
and apart from other consderatlons, a more complex form 3f xntake such as 
the oblique shock type ~~11 probably be necessary. It should be pox-&d 
out that values of efflclenoy sbta3ned from Fig. I apply only to the design 
case, and that the varzr,tlon d' the performance over varymg flight condi- 
tlons of a specific intake IS not consdered In ths report. 

Values obtained from the curves In Fig. 1, are used as overall Intake 
and diffuser efflclencles, xnplylng that the subsonx dlffuslon 1s carried 
wt without loss. 
as thli, 

Thx assumptzon iwmsde, fx- a general lnvestlgatlon such 
since It has been demonstrated that vvlth a suitable desqn of biffu- 

ser, very high efficlencxs can be obtsuned, and the performance estimates 
of ths report can then be regarded as att-ble targets. 
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3.2 Combustion Chamber 

The pressure loss caused by the combustion stabilising system IS taken 
as four times the dynamic pressure at entry to the chamber. Combustion is 
assumed to take place in a parallel-sided duct: the efficiency baaed. on 
temperature r-me, being in general, equal to 9C$. 

In accordance with the usual practice in ram Jet combustion work, the 
combustion efficiency, at any given fuel/air ratio, is defmed as the ratio 
of the actual temperature rise to the theoretical temperature rise. For any 
particular fuel, the theoretical temperature rise can be plotted as a function 
of the air inlet temperature to the combustion system and the fucl/alr ratlo, 
and such curves for kerosene as given in reference 2 are used for the present 
estimtes. When the fuel/air ratio rzaches the stochiometric value, the 
theoretical temperature rise attains a maximum. It is clear, therefore, that 
if a constant value of combustion efficiency of 9C$ is assumed, the highest 
maximum cycle temperature to be used at a given flight Nmch number, would be 
restricted to give an actual combustion temperature rise equal to Y@b of the 
theoretical maximum. The results, however,'include performance estimates for 
maximum cycle temperatures highsr than those conformIng to the above limita- 
tion and thus for these tamperaturas the assumption of combustion efficiencies 
b&her than V$=s made. Curves plotted in Pig. 2, for the standard sea 
&eve1 and stratospheric values of ambient temperature and for an intermediate 
value of 25O"K, show the manner in which the combustion efficiency has to be 
increased above the nominal value of 9Oy; in order to achieve the highest maxi.- 
mum cycle temperatures. 

In order to present the results in non-dimensional form it is necessary 
to assume a mean value of ambient temperature, since for a given combustion 
temperature rise, the fuel-air ratio is to some extent, nfftctdd by the entry 
air temperature to the combustion system. For the maJority of the thrust 
calculations, therefore, a mean value of anbicnt temperature of 250% is used, 
though at some of the hghest maxi- cycle temperatures, the stratospheric 
value of ambient temperature of 216.5'~ is used, in order to apply the assumed 
combustion efficiency of 9% over the greatest possible range, as explained in 
the prticedrng paragraph. 

It must be pointed out that the assumption of a mean ambient temperature 
rather than the true one for any particular altitude, causes a negligible 
difference in the estimated thrust, though the fuel consumption parameters are 
more affected. Fuel conswnptions are therefore calculated for three values 
of ambient temperature i.e. 288%, 230CK, and 216.5'K. 

Allowance 1.9 made for variations in the value of the gas constant R, at 
high fuel/air ratios, but the effect is found to be negligible, and in practi- 
cal ram Jet calculations a constant value of R oan safely be assumed. 

3.3 Expansion 

After leaving the combustion chamber, the gases are assumed to expand 
through a nozzle having an isentropic efficiency (total head to static) of 95%. 
At low flight Maoh numbers, the nozzle 1s convergent only and the expansion 1s 
continued to ambient pressure; 
dered (I.e. 1.5 to s.Oj, 

while at the higher fllgbht Mach numbers oonsl- 
a convergent-divergent nozzle 1.9 assumed, lvlth the 

quallflcation that the hvergent portion is never allowed to extend so far as 
to cause the exit cross-sectional area to be greater than that of the oombus- 
tion chamber. 
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4.0 Presentation of Results - --I_ - 

The air flow passing through a ram Jet having unit combustion chamber 
cross-sactlonal area 1s plottd m non-dimensional form in Fig. 3, agamst 
flight Mach number. 

All the results of Figs. 4 to 27 a-'~ plotted with the E,iach number at 
entry to the combustion chjmbur as abscissae; while the depenclent quantities 
such as thrust, fuel consumption and their variants (given in the list of 
figures), are plotted 3.n non-dimensional form for various ~w.ximun cycle tem- 
peratures and flight Nach numbers. 

The range of flight Mach number covered is from 1.0 to 3.0 and. the 
range of the non-dimensional fonl of ,.wximu~~ cycle temperature is from 1250% 
to 3000'K. 

5.0 Discussion 

5.1 Air Mass Flow and Choking Conditions 

Fig. 3 illustrates the fact that the air flow of a ram Jet operating at 
a particular flight Mach number, under fixed condrtlons of anblent temperature 
and pressure, is dependent only on the combustion chamber inlet Mach nwber. 
Choking of the combustion chamber exit imposes an upper limrt on the inlet 
Mach number, which limit &pen& on the ratio of the maximum cycle temperature 
to the combustion chamber entry tenpernture. 

An inspection of the thrust and specific fuel consumption curves shows 
that a limiting line termed the "choking line with no nozzle" has been imposed. 
Also, it can be seen that for given values of maximum cycle temperature and 
flight Mach number, a unique ourvc 1s obtained for thrust -or specific fuel 
consumption when plotted against combustion char-bb-r inlet Yach number up to 
some hgher value m the rango, after which point two diverging ouxvds are 
shown. These curves can be explained by considering the operating conditions 
of a parallel-sided combustion chamber followed by a convergent-divergent 
nozzle. As the entry Mach number to the combustion chwbcr is inorcased, and 
at given entry and exit tem12eratures, the exit conditions approach choking 
and the ratio of nozzle throat area to combustion chamber cross-sectional area 
tends to unity (this latter tendency is shown in Figs. 23 to 27). When chok- 
ing actually mows, the nozzle throat arcn becorxs equal to the oo>?bustion 
chamber area, i.e. in theory. the nozzle becomes a parallel pigc, but in 
practice, no nozzle would be fitted. For given values of flight Mach numbor 
and maximum cycle temperature, thercforo, the combustion chamber has one 
entry Mach number corresponding to exit choking, ana at this condition there 
1s no nozzle. At all conditions up to codustlon ch,amb+r outlet choking, 
however, the thrust is calculntei allov;lng for a nozzle prcssuro loss. The 
true thrust at the choking condition is therefore higher than that computed 
with this pressure loss taken into account. A more realistic result would 
be obtained by increasing the nossl e efficiency as the combustion chembcr 
choking condition is approached so that a vnluc of IO@ results when no nozzle 
1s reqlured. In order to present this more realistic picture, thrust and 
specific fuel consumption curves have been smoothed to their respective "no 
nozzle" values by broken lines. 

5.2 Thrust and Fuel ConsuL>>tion 

It can be seen from !"igs. 5 to 8 that, at the higher flight speeds and 
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up to the value oorrespondlng to codustlon chamber outlet choking. It will 
be renlxd. therefore, thet when operating z.t the design condxtlon of a 
high flight Mach nuder ‘and a low value of maxmum cycle tenperature, a rail I 
Jet deslgned wth an oblique shock Intake should also be provded with a 
propellrng nozzle, in order to obtain the naxxnum possible range. Thx corn- 
blnatlon of a high flight speed and a 1~1 maxmum cycle tenperzdzure may quite 
possibly be requlrcd at the cruxxng cond-ltion, smce after the cruising Mach 
nuder hns been attuned, one nay of reauclng the thrust coefficient from 
the climb value to that required for steady level flight, 1s for the fuel 
metering devxe to cause a reduction m the max~wm cycle teilperature. Whether 
or not a propelling nozzle 16, In fact, desirable however, ~~11 depend on 
whether the high thrust coefflclent nxcssary for the climb can be realised 
for a particular ro.r? Jet; and. this m turn wdl depend, amongst other things, 
on the performance of the oblxque shock Intake at a flight condition different 
fron that for whwh the intake 1s dcslgned. 

The curves of spcclfic fuel consunptlon of Figs. 18 to 22 are calculated 
for the same values of anblent temperature s.s the thrust curves. In order to 
avoid confusion, the d.&tloncl curves ne‘cessaly to cover s. range sf azblent 
teclperature fron 216.5'K to 288'8, such as are plotted in the fuel consumption 
figs., are onrtted XI those relating to speclflc fuel consumption. Values of 
specific fuel conswyption, for wblent terlpcratures other than those for whloh 
the curves are plotted, can easily be calculated by use of the fuel consumption 
curves ; sxnoe, for given values of fllght%ch number, combustion chamber 
entry Mach nuder snd ms.xx~~ cycle temperature, the thrust 1s sensibly con- 
stant for all values of smblent tempers.ture an& the speclfrc fuel consumption, 
therefore, varlcs directly as the fuel conswptlon Itself. The curves m 
Figs. 18 to 22 show that ‘It a particular flight Eiach nwber and maximum cycle 
temperature, the speclfx fuel consunptlon Increases rapdly as the entry 
h&h number to the conbustlon chamlxr approaches the lout xposed by combus- 
tlon chsnber outlet chol-;Lng. 

5.3 Comparison vrith Ram Jet DesIgned wxth a Normal Shock Intake 

Figs. 28 and 29 &l-c lncludca m order to compare the perfornance of a 
ram Jet when designed y,xth an intake of either the oblique shock or the normal 
shock type. The co,mparxwn 1s made for sn equivalent ma~mum cycle tempera- 
ture of 2000%, thrust coefflclent and speclfx fuel consumption, being plotted 
as a function of flight Ibach number for values of combustzon chamber inlet Mach 
number of 0.10 and. 0.15. It cLw be seen that as the design flight Mach 
number IS xxx-cased above the value at whxh the effxlency 1s approxxdely 
the sane for both types of Intake, the thrust for-the normal shock design, 
falls steaddy as conpared ynth the rxlng ourve obtamable wxth the oblxque 
shock intake. At .a design flight hiach number of 3.0 and a cwbustlon chider 
entry Itach nurlber of 0.15, the thrust of the ram Jet uszng the normal shock 
Intake has fallen In value to 4% of that attawable usxng the oblique shock 
Intake, whde the speclflc fuel consunptlon has Increased by about 2@. 

It appears thercfsre, that for rml Jet flight at very high Mach numbers, 
and provided that the problems, assxiated with operation &t conditions other 
than thxe of the dcslgn, can be overcxIe, a complex mntake of the oblique 
shock type has a great advantage inJcr the slmp e 

P 
pltot dxke. 
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h outline of the methods usea to estimate Ram Jet performance 1s gl-<en 
below. The planes of reference are shown in Fig. IA. 

Notntlon 

The symbols used are slrmlar to those of N.G.T.E. Report No. R.13, but 
are set out below for sake of completeness. 

T = Static Tempaatum "X 

P = Static Pressure lb/sq.in. 

Tt = Tote1 Head Temperature OK 

Pt = Total Head Pressure. lb/sq.In. 

v = Gas Velocity. ft/sec. 

'i. = Intake Isentroprc ElYlciency = Iscntropic Temptirature Rue 
Actual Temperature Rosa 

M = %ch Number = Gas Velocity 
Loco1 ve1oc1ty of Sound 

Kp = Specific Heat at Constant Pressure 

Y = Ratio of Spacd'lc Heats 

A = Cross-Sectlana Area sq.ft. 

Q = Air or Gas Mass Flow. lb/xc. 

QF = Fuel &iiss Flow. lb/sac. 

% 

R 

J 

g 

9 

F 

r! T 

4 

= Combustion Effxciency = Actual Temp. Rise 
Theoretical Temp. Rise 

= The Gas Constant. ft.lb/lb. 

= The E~echanlcal'~rl~livalent of Heat. ft.lb/C.H.U. 

= Accelsrotion due: to granty. rt/src/sec 

= Fucl/alr ratio, 

= Net Thrust lb. 
Net Thrust per unit Combustion Chamber 

= Thrust Coefficient = Cross-Sect.Area. 
Incomprsssible Velocity Head of the Frcr: Stxam. 

P2t - P2t' = = Stabilis>ng Baffle Pressure Loss Factor 
P7.t - p2 
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I + 7x2 z = 
Y --_.- 

(1 + Y-;I $) y -1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..w 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..w 

The s~gn~f~csnce. of the asterisk uvhxh follovrs some of the equations 
is thd an equation so marked can be evaluated usmg the curves given In 
N G T.%. Report No. R.13. . . 

Intake 

T&a = I + (u-l) Ma2 : T2,/Ta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)w 
2 

Y 

Pit/p, = 
( 

1 + ?li (U-i) Ma2 
> 

y-l 
= p2t/p, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)x 

2 

where Y is taken as being equal to 1.4, and the zntake efficiency rll is 
given, for an assumed value of flight l,Iach No. Ma, by the rclatlonshlp shown 
xn Fig. 1. If a value is assumed for the Mach No. at entry to the combus- 
tlon chamber, (M2), then T2t/T2 LS lcnown from 

T2tfi2 = 1 + OM22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 

(3)x 

Hence T2fl! = T2+Pa 
a 

T2t/72 

Y 

Also P2t/P2 = (1 + y-l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4)x 

at-la PJPa = p2tJ4, 

p2dp2 

Air flcnv 

The sir flow parameter is given by 

Q2&' 14.7 Q,fi P 
= 

A2 Pa m 
xx siax 

A2 p2 ‘a r jT2 &ii 
m................. (5) 

where P2 and Pa are in lb/sq.ln., and. g.MQ p& 

I 
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Combustion Chamber 

(a) Flow passed the Baffle 

Using R~cherds curves3 and taking the loss factor # = 4, the total head 
pressure loss and the increase m I.iach No. XI passing the baf'fle can be found. 

i.e. M2' and P2t %t are determined 

. . P&P, = p&& x P&P,. 

(b) Heat Addition 

Assummg a value of TJt Ta ("") , and in general that T, = 250%, the 

actual combustion temperature rise T3t - T2t ia given, and from Ref. 2 is 
found the theoretical fuel/air ratlo I+~. The theoretical temperature rise 
1s mven by ?- (T3t - 

"c 
T2t) and the curves of Ref. 2 give the oorresponding 

fuel/air ratlo qA. 

Then Q3/Q2 = 1 + s, 

Also, from Toppa' curves2, IS determined thc..v+e of the gas constant 
R, which xxreases mth increase of fuel/air ratlo. I%aotual fact, R only 
deviates appreciably fram the value for'slr at the highest values of fuel/air 
ratios. The curves give also Y3 using T3+, "fd qAV, where q,, is an average 
value between q 

A 
and %I- 

The fuel consumption parameter is 

QF 14.7 288 

J 
288 

- = %A X- 
A2 'a Ta 250 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6) 

(0) The Combustxon Chamber Exrt Conndltions 

The method used dopends upon whether or not R deviates appreoiably from 
the value for air. 
work3 gives 

If it is assumed constant at 96 ft.lb/lb., Rxhar&' 

Q& 
- 1s constant 

Y 

i.e. Y3 = !$ Ts y2' 
I- T2t 

. . . . . . . . . ...*...................*.. (7) 

and after evaluating Y3, M3 IS obtauled from the curves of R.13, howing Y3. 
If M3 1s greater than about 0.6, however, T3 is determined, and hence the 
corresponding values of Y 

a 
ona M3, whxoh ere slightly different from the values 

obtained using the total cad temperature T3t. 

When R 1s found to have increased consderably above the value for sir, 
the methsd is as follows:- 

Considerations of continuity and momentum give 



r T2 (1 + Y2 (M21)2) - 

With the old 

M*’ 

- 10 - 

f 
3 (’ + Y;s”3*) %I 1 y* . ...(a) 
Ta t-f M3 Q2 R2 “; 

2 
of curves giving ' i YM as a function of M for a range of 

found by a trlsl and error process, since, for a given 
value of T T3/Ta 1s also a function of M3. It wxll be observed that 
the term In R consists of the square root of the ratio of the values of R at 
exit end entry to the chamber, and it is found III fact, that no appreciable 
difference is made 111 the calculaticrns by allcwng for the vatlations in R. 

Nm R.13 gives 

Z3 as a functzon of Ms and y 
3 

22’ as a function of M*' and Y2 

Therefore, having deterrmned X3, 

p2t’JP3t = z3/z2’ 

end P&/Pa = P2t a ‘/p 
P*tl/Pjt 

Propelling Nozzle 

Using a nozzle adiabatic effxiency of 9s 

3 Y 

3 _ @3@5) y - ‘+ o y5 x T3t 

Ta - 
. (9) 

Y-l 
T, *..,,............... 

(p3@5) F- 

where LV 
35 = T3t - T5 

(Y - 1)/Y In the latter equation 1s a mean value over the expansion and is 
obtained. from cuwes plotted for mean y-l as a function of pressure rati 

'St/pa end Tjt 
Y 

. 
. * v5/& = xfGiz-5 

Ta 

. ’ - s = 2 (T3t ?bTji)k . . . . . . ..I............... (10) 
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therefore so long ns Q36 Q3 is greater than -x Q2-E thrust 1s calculated 
A5 p a Qz 

-- , 
A2 Pa 

as, 

i? x 14.7 - % x Q26 1~.7 vJ _ Q24 14.7 V, 

A2 Pa 92 A2 Pa 32.2fi; A2 Pa 32.2 Jc 
. . . . . . . . . . (11) 

If Q34 Q 1s less than -L x Q2K , it is necessary to asslline that 
*5 pa Q2 A2 p, 

the divergent portzon of the nozzle LS shortened, which,mnvolws fxdxg a 
value of h15 such that P3t/P5 s n 2 dasrles sn area x-b;10 $,'A2 of UGtz " . u3ing 
tills value of P,JP,, thrust is calculated as 

Ez!Lz=3, --_ Q2J% 14.7 V5 

*$'a . Q2 *2 pa 32.2 .K A2 Pa 32.2 4 

The parameter for specrflc fuel consumption is derived by divdwg tnat 
for fuel consumption by thrust i.e. 

. g/y = EyJFE x ;& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(13) 

Thrust Coefficient CT is defined as the net thrust per unit combuqtion 
chamber cross-seotional'area &~v~ded by the mcompresslble wnzmc heed of 
the free stream. 

i.e. CT = F 

W, 2 A2 

where p LS the amblent density zn slugs/cu.ft. and V, 1s the flight velcaty 
m ft./set. , 

1.e. CT = F x 14.7 

c > 

2 --- x 
A2 pa l&l+ x 14.7 x Y x Ma2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (14) 

Ratlo of Nozzle Throylt Area to Combustion Chamber Area - 

(I) When Ida = 1.0 (P3t/Pa less than cntlcal) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a........... (15) 
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Y -1 - ML2 
2 P4t - 

\ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a.. (16) 
v (1 + y-l p4 

2 

(YZI) 
18 the mean value over the expansion, 17 is the nozzle efficiency 

and Q can be read off the curves in H.13. 

p4 
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Ta T&KM AS 250 “K 

---lk TAKEN & 2165 “K COMB. fm = 30 % 

-------TX TAKEN A3 2165 “K COMB. EFFY7 30% 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ F I NC-l- THRUST LB 

gf - MAX Cf’tZLE TfMPERATURf 4( 
?j Ta = AMl3IEKf TEMPU?ATURC OK 
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FIG. ’ 
DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 

THRUST COEF-FICIENT 
FLIGHT MACH NO = l-5 



FIG. IO. 
DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF f?AM JETS. 

THKUST COEFFICIENT 
FLIGHT MACH NO = ‘t-0 



FIG. If. 

DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JET$ 

THRUST COEFFICI EN-f 
FLIGHT MACH. NO - 2-3 



FIG.12. 

DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
TUR UST COEFFICIENT. 
FLIGHT MACH NO = 3-0 



FIG.13. 
DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 

FUEL CONSUMPTlON 

PER SQ FT OF MAX CROSS - SECTIONAL ARfA. 
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DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 

r ULL WNSUMF I IUN 

PER SQ FT OF MAX CROSS - SECTIONAL AREA. 

FLIGHT MPCt-4 NO = I.5 
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DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 

1 
I’\ FUEL CONSUMPTION , FIG. IS. 
I 

PER. SQ FT OF MAX CROSS -SECTIONAL AREA 

MACH. NO = 2-O. 



FIG. 16. 
DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 

FUfL CONSUM P-l-10 N 
PER. SQ FT OF MAX CROSS-SECTIONAL AKEA 
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FIG. 17. 
DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS, 

FUEL CONSUMPTION. 
., PCR SQ FT OF MAX CROSS- SECTIONAL AREA 

FLIGHT MACH NO -3.0 
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FIG. 

DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
I I 
I 

SPECIFIC FLlfL COHSUMPTION. 
FLIGHT MACH NO = I.0 

= NfT THRUST 



FIG. 
&Sta~ ~ERFORhtlANCE OF RAM JETS. 

SgClFlC FUEL CONSUMPTION 
-fXQRT-MACH. NO = I.5 

KECHOKIN~ uN(: WITH 

F ~' = NET THRUST LB. ' 
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2Q FIG. 
DESIGN PERFORMNCE OF RAhtl JETS. 

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION, 

FLIGHT MACH NO = iZ.0 

Or = FlJfL CONSIJMPTION LB/S=. . 
F = NET THRUST LB. 
T = MAX CyCLf TEMPERATURf “K. 
& : AMBIENT TfMPERANRf OK. 

-kr TAKEN AS 250 ‘K 
--Ta n\KEN AS ZIGS “K 

COMB fffY =30% 

----Ta TAKEN. AS 216.5 “K. COI’46 EFFY >F% 

MACH NO A.. ENTRY 70 COMBUSTION CHAMBfR 



FIG. 2 1. 

DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
SPIXIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 

FL,l,qHT MACH NO = 2.5. 

FUEL CONSUMPTION LB/SEC 
= NET THRUST L6 



DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
SPECIflC- fUcL CONSUMPTION. 

FLIGHT MACH NO - 36 

$h!hiOKiNG LlNe 

CONSUMPilON 



DESIGN WRFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
THROAT AREA 

FLIGHT MACH NO = I-0 

MACH NO AT ENTRY TO COMBUSTION CHAMBER 



FIG, 

DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. . 
THROAT AREA 

k- AMWNT TEMPERATUIPL ‘X 
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FIG. ; 

DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
THROAT AREA 

FLIf$-lT MACH. NO - 2.0 

MACH NO AT ENTRY To COMBUSTION CHAMBER. 



OESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
THROAT AREA 

FLIGHT MACH NO 825. 

MACH NO AT EN-VW TO COMBIJSTION CHAMBER. 



DESIGN PERFORMANCE OF RAM JETS. 
THROAT AR EA. 

FLIGHT MACH NO = 3.0 

T= MAX CYCLE TEMPERATURE “K 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: “K 
Ta TAKEN AS 250°K 

--Ta TAKEN AS 216.5 “K COMB. EFFV = 30 % 

:--------Ta TAKEN AS 216.5 “K 



FIG. 20. 

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF RAM JET 
HAVING OBLIQUE OR NORMAL SHOCK INTAKE. 

THRUST COEFFI Cl EN1 V FilGHT MACH No 



FIG. 29. 

aMf?ARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF R,tjM JET 
HAVING OBLIQUE OR NORMAL 940~ INT~E. 

SPWFIC FULL C0NSUhdP370N V PLIGHT MACH N-O 
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